News and views - UNITA's monthly newsletter is finally here.

Please feel free to share it with your community!

Stories from UNITA

UNITA "European Citizenship and Identity" award

UNITA organised the first edition of the contest, aimed at rewarding master's degree dissertations and graduation final papers on the themes of European citizenship and identity.

Read all the winner's dissertations [click here].

The second edition of the award is planned for the end of 2022.

Stay tuned for more contests like this one and #ClimbYourFuture with UNITA![...]

Read more

Throwback on the “Intangible Cultural Heritage in Pays de Béarn” winter school

The “Intangible Cultural Heritage in Pays de Béarn” winter school took place in Pau from November 8 to 12, 2021. Its objectives were achieved, since it was attended by approximately twenty undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as researchers in the field of intangible cultural heritage. Five of the six universities of the UNITA alliance were represented: Timisoara, Turin, Zaragoza, Beira and Pau.

The participants were able to compare their methodologies and assess them[...]
UNITA photo and video contest

The first UNITA photo and video contest offers its members and associated universities the possibility to share experiences and visions of European identity and citizenship.

The goal of this contest is to find visual expressions of a European key concept “cooperation”. Your visuals should reflect the concepts of European Identity and Citizenship. Can you catch their essence with your camera? How the new realities are transforming the lives of European citizens? Show us with a video!

Read more

Re-UNITA Researcher Assembly

On 21 February 2022, the first plenary meeting of the Re-UNITA Researcher’s Assembly took place. It was great to see researchers working together to support the shared research and innovation agenda within the UNITA alliance.

[...]

Read more

UNITA Rural Mobility

After the success of the 2021 call, UNITA is ready to launch 2022 call to develop student training in rural regions around all the six UNITA Universities. Application deadline is March 31st, 2022.

This action goals are to reinforce competencies and to improve the employability of UNITA students by connecting rural public and private organizations with students eager to put in practice their academic knowledge. The program aims to create new synergies in education, research and entrepreneurship and to produce a net-positive impact on rural and mountainous areas across Europe.

[...]

Read more
UNITA research: a conversation between UNITA and its Geminae partners

On the 16th of February UNITA organized its first online research focused meeting with our Geminae partners. Around 100 participants were welcomed by José Antonio Mayoral – UNITA and UNIZAR Rector. […]

Research: the 2nd call for expression of interest is to close on March 15th

UNITA Research & Innovation cartography is a publicly accessible database mapping R&I activities carried out in UNITA universities. A first Call for Expression of Interest (CEI) for projects to be included in the cartography was held in January 2021. As a result of this first CEI, 465 projects were integrated, classified in three main Axes of Research: Cultural Heritage, Circular Economy and Renewable Energies.

A 2nd CEI opened on the 31st of January 2022 and will close on the 15th of March 2022. Members of the research staff of UNITA universities working on projects in one or more of the three Axes of Research are strongly encouraged to participate: it is a great opportunity to increase the visibility of projects, paving the way for the establishment of fruitful research synergies and partnerships among researchers from different universities, which can then team up to apply for fundings.

Click here to submit your project.[…]
Re-UNITA Key Information

On September 2021, the six universities of the UNITA Alliance began a new project, called “Re-UNITA: Research for UNITA”, with a grant of 2 million € from the European Commission, in the framework of the H2020 programme, within the call « Science With and For Society » (SWAFS). Highlighting the importance of UNITA and its potential in the field of research and innovation, we aim, during the 3 years of the project, to create an enabling environment for the emergence of a shared research and innovation agenda within the UNITA alliance.

Discover the 6 partner universities!
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